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CONTENT

Talks, Essays and Reviews.
1. —Notes on Christinas.
2. —Holy Days
3— The Nativity.
4— The Objective and Subjective. 

The Puli it and iiib Parish.
5. —Christmas Joy-—A Sermon.
6. —The Incarnation.
7. —Extempore Prayer.
8. —Ministerial Example.
9. - Pastoral Relation.

10/—Pew System
The School and the Mission.

11 .—Ontario College.
12.—Missionary Boxes.

Poetry and Miscellaneous.
13 —Christmas Carols.
14.—Scraps,

ADVERTISERS
gnzine a most favonruhle medium for the circulation of their advertisement», 
into every part of the Dominion. Terms moderate.

The following favourable term» are offered:
Single Copies, $2 per annum ; Three Copies, $5 per annum ; Five Copies 

$8 per annum ; Ten Copies, $16 per annum.

The money mnst in every case accompany the order.
Postage on Magazine prepaid by Publisher».
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liAWNoiv, nccriibocn a co.,
Hamilton, Ont

PRIVATE CIRCULAR.

Ancasteb, Ont., Nov. 14th, 1870.
My Dear Sir,—Wilt you kindly favor mo with your opinion on the 

following subjects at the earliest opportunity?
Since the Churchman''s Magazine was started, about eighteen months 

ago, I have frequently had urged upon iny attention the desirability 
of certain alterations by which its general character might be improved, 
and its usefulness increased. Some correspondents have suggested an 
enlargement in the size, others the need of a more attractive cover, ami 
of better paper and ink, and others again a different class, and a fresh 
arrangement of articles, &c. ; while all have more or less concurred in 
the importance of such a periodical, and have hoped for its success.

It has been impossible to adopt at once all these suggestions; and 
owing to various causes I cannot here explain, I have been unable to 
carry out fully my own ideas and plans. As a consequence of this, 
the Magazine—although admitted on all hands to be a respectable and 
well-conducted journal—has failed to attain that position which was 
anticipated for it, and which is necessary to its permanent success.

The question is now forced upon me, whether or not a fresh attempt
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